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John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
one of six finalists in 100&Change, a global competition for a single $100 million grant from the
RFA placed 225 reporters in newsrooms across the country in 2020-21, including at KOSU,
Newsrooms make the final reporter selection and the reporter works for the newsroom.

covers half a reporter's salary, up to $25,000. The newsroom and/or local donors split the rest.

Report for America seeks host newsrooms
Register here.
The webinar is at 12 p.m ET and 11 a.m. CT today.

particularly around issues of race, and how to refer to people without using labels.

Sources are described with dignity.”

making tools to help journalists find the most precise words to ensure that all subjects and

Led by Cristi Hegranes, CEO of Global Press Institute, the session offers “three decision-

Precision in Language.”
Poynter is holding a free webinar today titled, “Writing About the World in 2020: Dignity and

Check out the schedule here.

The National Association for Black

Journalists and the National Association for

A virtual conference Aug. 5-7. Rad. 

The station also hosted live broadcast parties and surveyed residents after stories were

In the playbook, Ross shows how the station put in the effort and time to engage with

Sacramento neighborhood where two white Sacramento police officers killed 22-year-old

CapRadio's Senior Community Engagement Strategist

The translations will be shared with Burmese community leaders and possibly be printed into

translations will be shared with Burmese community leaders and possibly be printed into

professor Kelly Harper

University linguistics
Side Effects Public Media

If you're interested in using this content on your site, please reach out to Dave Rosenthal,

Burmese refugees.
The translations accompanied a news story about the possible spread of the virus among

Languages Research Project to provide COVID-19 information to the Burmese community.

A quick look at community

We're Engaged!

“Bringing communities together is like farming. The more time you put in upfront to prepare

Community Organizers”
Journalists Can Learn from

Sandra will lead our

job description here.
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